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Winona State University

City starts
new rules
on parking

Friday stays slow

Forum says no
to class-free
Wednesday

By JANET MEISCH
Staff Reporter

By DALE KURSCHNER

An alternate-side parking ordinance for snow removal went into
effect at 1 p.m. Monday in
Winona.
The rule states that on evennumbered calendar dates, vehicles must be parked on the side of
the street that has been assigned
even house numbers. On oddnumbered calendar dates, vehicles must be parked on the oddnumbered side of the street. This
is effective from 1 a.m. to 6:30
a.m. 5'aily.
According to Bob Bollant, director of Public Works for the City
of Winona, the ordinance's duration will be from Feb. 3 to May 1
of this year and then from Nov. 1
to May 1 thereafter. The reason
for the extension to the first of
May is so ice control sand can be
cleared off the streets.

Chief Editor

About 45 Winona State students attended a
Student Senate open forum last Wednesday on
the issue of having classes on Fridays rather than
Wednesdays, with most saying they were against
"It's a hell of a lot easier to study on a three—
day weekend," Les Tolzin told the Senate in opposition of the idea. "It (a Friday with few classes)
is another night to party and it gives us the ability
to study three days in-a-row uninterupted at the library."
Other students voicing their opinions that day
seemed to agree. "Weekends are for the purpose
of a person's relaxation. Why make him relax in
the middle of the week," Mat Crowly said.
"Everybody bitches about L Mondays right now,
but it'd be a shame to bitch about Monday and
Thursday after having WOnesday off," Tolzin
said.
"Instead of worrying about when we meet, we
should worry about having classes we need to
graduate on," he said.
For other students, the issue of free time on the
we€kends meant free time to work for school. "I
have not had to take out a loan my entire college
career and I intend to keep it that way," said Rich

"The police ... will
have to authorize all
towing of cars."

See Forum, page 3

— Public Works Chief
Bollant
"Often sand is still being taken
off the streets into the summer
months," said Bollant. "Having
the ordinance in effect until May
will allow time for this to be taken
care of. We will begin clearing
leaves off the streets in November."
Some streets are exempt from
this ordinance. The exempted
streets are those that already
have parking limitations, such, as
no parking, parking on one side
only, or no parking from midnight
to 7 a.m. Four of these exempted
streets are on Winona State's
campus, and limitions on parking
will remain the same as before on
these streets.
The present downtown snow
emergency, the snow emergency
routes, and the posting emergency ordinances will be eliminated. All vehicles found to be in
violation of the new ordinance
when no plowing is scheduled
will be tagged with a fine of $10.
When any snow plowing or snow
removal is scheduled, all vehicles
in violation will be tagged and
towed.
Bollant said that most towing
charges range from $30-$50. The
ordinance will require a demand
on Winona's police force, according to Bollant. "The police deSee Cars, page 2

Prof evaluations
get mixed reviews
from faculty senate
By TRACY KLOVENS
Staff Reporter

Nankai University actors presented
the play 'Thunderstorm' Monday night
in the Main Stage Theater in the Performing Arts Center at Winona State.
The group is from Tianjin, People's

Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman
Republic of China. They are into the
third week of their tour of Minnesota
colleges. Their next stop is AnokaRamsay Community College.

There were mixed reactions at Winona State's
weekly Faculty Senate meeting Jan. 27 as Student Senators and a member of the Psychology
Club showed a teacher evaluation to be distributed during this week's pre-registration.
Student Senate Vice President Tom Ruesink,
along with Senator Teresa Coen, and Jim McCarthy, of the Psychology Club, presented to the faculty the survey that they said would present
needed information to students.
See Prof Poll, page 3

Seminar takes peek at business jobs
By BILL POND
Staff Reporter

Two Winona State student
clubs last week held a two-day
seminar series that looked at
what sort of work the business
world does.
The series, run by the Accounting Association and the Society
for the Advancement of Management, is the seventh one sponsored by the clubs. Steve Simon,
of the accounting group, said
the seminar was meant to let students look at different fields in

How to find
wsu from
another
continent
Page 10

business, as well as giving them
a chance to make contacts for future jobs.
Companies such as Honeywell,
IBM, 3M, and Winona's AscoWincraft sent speakers to the
seminar. A representative from
each company covered different
areas, like banking, financial consulting, and labor relations.
John Killin, a marketing manager of Asco-Wincraft, which produces memorabilia and souvenirs
for such organizations as the National Football League, provided

students with a view to what life
is like in marketing. He said good
communications are a must between a company and the people
who buy the merchandise, and
with other companies Asco-Wincraft deals with. He also said
there is a lot of risk involved in
marketing because of the investment of money into ideas and
products that may fail.
John Walker, of the St. Paul
Companies, an investment and
insurance firm, has been a
speaker at the seminar every

year since it started seven years
ago. A graduate of Winona State,
he said he enjoys coming back
because the seminar, he feels,
motivates students to look at the
variety found in business careers.
And, he said, he also likes to see
the changes that have taken
place on the campus.
Simon said the seminar uses
the same speakers every year.
Companies, he said, like to send
speakers, and the groups don't
have to pay to hear from the businesspeople.
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Watkins
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Mens basketball
to playoffs?
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Circulars! No Quotas! Sincerely
Interested Rush Self-Addressed
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Box 470 CEG, Woodstock, IL
60098
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High schoolers score high
in college class grading
By DALE KURSCHNER

Chief Editor

Good grades from students
and closer communication between institutions has helped
ease the tension felt earlier this
year in Winona over the state's
new law allowing high school students to attend college at taxpayers' expense.
Winona area high schoolers
taking courses at Winona State
fall quarter did extremely well
with their grades, a recent report
has shown.
Twenty seven of the 35 students taking part in Minnesota's
new Post Secondary Enrollment
Options Act had a grade point
average of 3.0 or above. The act
gives high school juniors and
seniors the option of attending
college part-or full-time, using the
foundation aid the high school
was to get from the state.
Five of the high schoolers at
Winona State earned between a
2.0 and 2.99, while only three fell
below the 1.99 GPA mark.
Winona High Schol Principal
Fred Kusch said he ',vas a little
surprised by the students'
grades, and proud of them. When
asked if it was because the university courses were easy, Kusch
said, "It's not fair to be critical of
the colleges to say their classes
are easier. It is that students
shouldn't duplicate (courses they

Cars

already took in high school)."
He wouldn't speculate on how
many high school students had
taken duplicate courses, such as
chemistry, math and other general courses, at Winona State.
Last October, high school administrators were beginning to
feel the financial loss of having
students and their tax payers'
money leave the high school and'
go to a college. At that time, an
idea was formed to design a
"Grade 13" in Winona, where
high schoolers would be able to
take college level courses at high
school and receive credit for
them.
As for Grade 13, or an idea like
it today, Kusch said, "We really
haven't talked much about it yet,
but the attitude seems to be
grade 13 should be in high
school."
It is estimated Winona School
District could be facing a loss of
$76,000 from one year's worth of
the options act. Coupled with the
$602,000 the district may have to
absorb because of the state
budget shortfall, Superintendent
Lee Brittenham said the two
things have "not been very
kind " to the district's $1.5 million
contingency fund. What is left, he
said, will have to last the district
for another year and he said
things could get tough if they
keep going as indicated.

I Government Jobs i
$16,040 - $59,230/yr.
Now Hiring. Call 1-805-;
I 687-6000 Ext. R-6195 1
for current federal list. 1

I

"I'm optimistic it won't be
$602,000 under the governor's
proposal. Hopefully the legislature will pound out some proposals," said Brittenham.
Also about the same time
Grade 13 came up, tensions between Winona State and the
Winona School District were
high, largely due to rumors between the two, University President Thomas Stark said. "There
were some misinterpretations
earlier. We were getting signals
that the high school was upset
because we were entering the
school and recruiting students,"
Stark said, adding that the reports were not true.
To counter that, the two institutions formed a committee of
about 50 members to try to solve
some of the problems with the
new program and clear up some
of the false reports.
"We took the academic leadership of Winona State and the
senior high school and put them
together for a formal problemsolving committee. Now, there
are smaller working groups that
See High School, page 3
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Continued from page 1
partment will go ahead of the
plows and look for cars in violation. They will have to authorize
all towing of cars,"_ said Bollant.
Winona set up this ordinance
to do away with the hassle of informing the public of snow removal after a heavy snowfall.
Said Bollant, "We checked with
other cities and found this to be
the easiest method. Mankato currently alerts people right after a

snowfall and they end up towing
an average of 200-300 cars when
plowing needs to be done."
When snow plowing is done,
east-west streets will be done first
along with Mankato Avenue and
Huff and Pelzer streets. After
these are finished, the northsouth streets will be plowed.
"It will take the cooperation of
the people of the city to make this
work," said Bollant. "We need to
get the education out to the people.

Custom research also available—all le'v: l
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Prof PollContinued from page 1

The results of the survey will
be tabulated and published for
students to use in picking out
professors. According to McCarthy, this isn't the first time this
type of survey has been used.
"This type of evaluation has
been done at the University of
Iowa. In 1975-77, a student organization called Student Perception of Teachers (S.P.O.T.) did an
identical evaluation to an overall
favorable response," said McCarthy.
According to the three stu-

dents, the evaluation is good for
both students and teachers, letting the students know what kind
of teaching to expect, and helping to relate the teacher to the
students.
Overall, the faculty seemed to
accept the idea of evaluating
teachers, but several questions
were raised about the invasion of
teachers' privacy should their
names be made public.
"Have you consulted a lawyer?"
asked John Vivian, chairman of
the mass communication department, on the privacy issue.
Coen, who heads the Student
Senate's Academic Affairs Corn-

mittee, said her group had talked
to the campus legal service.
"I suggest you get a second
opinion," said Vivian.
After the presentation to the
faculty, the three felt positive, but
they said it was evident not all
the faculty were won over to the
idea of evaluations.
"There was definitely mixed
emotions in there," said Coen.
McCarthy got involved with the
evaluation project when he heard
from his friend. According to
Coen, McCarthy volunteered his
services, along with the services
of other members of the Psychology Club.

Forum

Continued from page 1
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Olsen, who works weekends
in Minneapolis to pay for his education. "If this goes into effect, it
will drastically affect my income."
Other students said similar things
about working on the weekend.
The idea of having Wednesday
as a "slow day" (what Fridays
are currently considered in terms
of class scheduling) had been
floating around the Senate most
of winter quarter. Reasons for
such a move included decreasing
weekend student apathy and increasing student use of faculty
(on Wednesdays instead of Fridays).
"I'm in favor of it," said Paul
Hacker, presdident of the Union
Program Council. "I think Wednesday as a slow day would
mean student clubs would have
larger attendance at their activities." He said more people on
the weekdays would check into
student clubs and possibly get in-

410
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FAMILY AMUSEMENT PARK

Summer Is Coming .. .
And So Is Valleyfair!
Valleyfair offers a wide variety of summer jobs.
Positions are available in Rides, Merchandise,
Foods, Security, Games, Landscaping, and
many other depts.
Most of all Valleyfair is fun ... and offers
endless opportunity to meet and work with
people ... Thousands of guests and hundreds
of employees.
We will be interviewing on Wednesday,
February 12 from 9:00-4:00 in the Student
Union.
For more information and an application,
contact Chuck Michel 457-2819.
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"I welcomed any help I could
get because I'd never done anything like this," said Coen.
According to McCarthy, he and
other members took some questions word-for-word out of the
University of Iowa evaluation, and
changed the wording on others.
Coen said the tabulation of the
results should be done by the
weekend, but the final results
won't be in booklet form until the
first week of spring quarter.

volved or attend club and organization events.
"If they are so involved they
would stay (on the weekends), if
they aren't, they would go
home," one student said in response to Hacker. "They have
Monday through Thursday to get
involved."
"You can't blackmail people
into staying here on the weekends," Tolzin said, as the majority of the crowd clapped in agreement.
As for the theory instructors
could be better used on Wednesdays, Tolzin felt, "Teachers gone
on Fridays would be gone on
Wednesdays, too."
"If you can't find a faculty person on a Friday, you should talk
to your dean. That should be
more of a concern," said Susan

High school
Continued from page 2

will take results of the problem
solving committee and help the
program to be more effective,"
Kusch said.
Currently, Kusch estimated
about 42 students from the high
school are taking part in the program at Wihona's post secondary
institutions.
Both Winona State and the
Winona School District are
waiting to see what the legislature will do with the new options
act, and how it will financially affect the two institutions.
Rickey, the only faculty member
to come in front of the Senate to
talk about the issue. "They
should be here 8 a.m. to 4 p.m."
Senate advisor Fred Foss
didn't agree with Rickey, saying
instructors could go home and
work if they felt like it. "Duty days
are days you are required to be
meeting professional duties."
Those duties can be done either
at the university, at home or in a
different state, he said, as long
as professional work was being
done.
After the open forum, Senate
decided to drop the "slow day"
idea and instead, approved a proposal to :ecommend all faculty at
Winona State post their office
hours scv that students could find
them any day of the week, including Fridays.

It's Finally Here...
The event you've all been waiting for . . .
Mr. W.S.U. United Way Fundraiser Tues., Feb.
11th at 7:00 p.m. - in Somsen Auditorium.
Admission $1.50 at the door.
All proceeds go to the United Way Campaign
here in Winona.

MOVIE & VCR RENTAL AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES

• West Broadway • Huff & Sarnia • East Broadway • Fifth & Orrin
MOVIES
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VCR $ 4 99 Includes Free Movie
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10" FRESH PIZZA
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MI•1111111111•111111•11111111111111111111111011111111
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Conveniently located at the corner of Huff & Sarnia & Open 24 Hours Everyday.
Stores also at Fifth & Orrin, East & West Broadway.

Be the hero this Wednesday!
Call DOMINO'S PIZZA
for Wednesday's
special—a 12-inch,
pepperoni, double
cheese and extra
thick crust $5.00. Your
friends will love it.
Fresh, hot, great-tasting
pizza from Domino's
Pizza. Made to order and
delivered in 30 minutes,
guaranteed, or you get
your order free.
And on Wednesday, get a
12-inch, pepperoni, double
cheese and extra thick
cruet pizza for only $5.00.
And Domino's Pizza
Delivers'. In 30 minutes or
less or your order is free.

Just ask for Wednesday's
special. Available all day
every Wednesday ...only
from Domino's Pizza.

Oie ea"
dee4 itar
454-6700
909 W. 5th St.
Winona

Our drivers carry less than $20.00. No
coupon necessary. Just request the
Wednesday special. Limited delivery
area. 1985 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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Winonan
Editorial Board
Dale Kurschner
Chief Editor

Patrick Mcllheran
News Editor

Mark Hoffman
Photo Editor

Lisa Larson
Feature Editor

Paul Marszalek
Columnist

Only Senators can
run for President
A policy restricting presidential candidates to only those now serving on the Student Senate serves no purpose other than to insure
an elite group can remain elite. Such a policy, which should have
never been thought of or voted for by last year's student body,
should be abolished this year.
We ask, if Winona State students are to be represented by the
Senate and have a fair chance at becoming a part of Senate, why
this year's Senate goes along with a policy limiting the number of
possible presidential candidates from 5,000 to only 30?
We ask how this year's Senate agrees that a person is only qualified for such a job after sitting on Senate six months prior to running? Such a person could just sit there and day dream at those
meetings, giving no worthwhile input into the Senate, and be allowed to run for president. Meanwhile, hard working, well known RAs,
active student club presidents, and many other student leaders giving their time and effort fo students in ways other than through Senate can not run for president of next year's Senate.
We also ask what last year's Senate (and this year's for keeping
such a policy) fears so much, to try to keep out anyone from running for President? Such a fear seems to show the Senate has very
little, if any, trust in student voters' decisions on who they want to
have represent them in student government. Such a fear seems to
show a group of students wishing to keep their group their group,
and nobody elses.
But the policy is there today. Students given very little education
on the issue had a referendum item sneaked to them last election,
and consequently voted for the restriction.
Justification for it, some said last year, was the election of Brad
Arndt nearly four years ago, who had no experience on the Senate
before becoming its president. His term in office was looked at by
many as a waste of time for him, his Senate and the student body.
But does that make limiting the campaigns right?
There is no need felt for such a policy on the national presidential
election. At that level, anyone, money or no money, can choose to
run for president, and voters are expected to be responsible enough
to handle the job of choosing the right one.
But at Winona State, our student government says we can't make
a decision properly if just anyone is allowed to run. Here they say
the government should have the major decision of who can run for
president of the student body. Here, this spring, only 30 students
will be honored with the Senate's good grace to try for its leadership position. And 4,970 other possible student senate presidents
will go on not noticed, not tried, and not recognized as the elite become more elite, and the student body loses more of its choice in
its own student government.
The policy serves no purpose other than to discriminate against
the majority and favor a minority of student government members.
Such a policy is surely not democratic and does not model very well
what and how real government elections are all about. All it does is
further take away the student government from the students by
destroying honest, open and fair choice of representation.

Thank you, registrar
This week is pre-registration for spring quarter classes, and thus,
of course, it's the week for complaints about the hassle of registration.
Admittedly, registration isn't the highlight of anyone's quarter. It's
a distraction, it's inconvenient, it means a lot of running around. But
we think Ron Butterfield, registrar at Winona State, and the rest of
the registrar's office personnel, deserve some congratulations —
and thanks — from us students. Considering what limits the system
is working under, Butterfield's registration process works pretty
well.
Other schools aren't so lucky. At the University of WisconsinMadison, for example, students must travel from a cattle arena at
one end of the miles-long campus to buildings scattered about for
the signatures they need to get classes. "If you've got good legs,
it's a good thing," said a member of the school's student government. He said it often takes underclassmen up to four hours to register for a semester's classes — if everything goes as planned.
We've heard similar horror stories from other schools. True, there
are others, such as the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh or St.
Cloud State University, where computers speed registration beyond
Winona State's capabilities.
But for the cost, and for the number of students here, we think
students could be a lot worse off. And so, thank you, Ron Butterfield and staff.

President

Qualification

Letters
Thief: Please return
my sign
To the Editor:

Once again I'm writing to you
and hoping the result will be the
same as the first time I wrote.
The first time was in regard to
the theft of a windsock from my
house. It was returned. (I have
since had another windsock
stolen from my house but decided to let it go at that).
This time I feel more strongly
about the theft. As a matter of
fact, I'm downright disgusted!
A one foot by one foot sign reading "The Sewing Corner" was
forcibly removed from the side of
my house — so forcibly that the
four nails and torn corners of the

sign are still there. I had the sign
painter make the sign and paid
him $15.
What kind of a person would do
a thing like that? What earthly
good is that sign to anyone else?
Please return the sign and no
questions win be asked. Thanks.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Mayer
150 W. 7th St.,Winona

Guard helping Hormel,
recruiters go home
To the Editor:

Last month, as most people no
doubt are aware, Governor Rudy
Perpich called out the Minnesota
National Guard to Austin to
"keep the peace" in the long,

Corrections
• Union Program Council should have been mentioned as a student club which holds great events for students in last weeks editorial on free basketball games. Only SCAC was listed. (sorry about
that Paul)
• Mike DeLio holds the NIC high jump mark of 6' 10 1/4", not 10'4"
as reported in the Jan. 29 Winonan. Sorry Mike, you no longer hold
the world's record!
• Tom Perault was the referee's name in Tom Tusa's story on
page 13 of the Jan. 29 Winonan, not Ted.
• Angie Thomas is a senior, not a junior, as reported in the Jan.
29 Winonan, page 13.
• The photograph on page three of the Jan. 29 Winonan was of
Ray Rogers, not Jim Guyette.
• The story on the drinking age increasing in Minnesota on page 3
of the Jan. 22 Winonan implied it is for sure going to happen. It has
not yet been decided whether the age limit will increase or not.

Winonan
Chief Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Asst. Feature Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
Asst. Photo Editor
Copy Editor
Columnists

Dale Kurschner
Patrick Mcllheran
Lisa Larson
Sue LeTourneau
Tom Tusa
Mark Hoffman
Amy Donohue
Wayne Bower
Brian Poulter
Rae Lynn Zuehlke
Paul Marszalek

on-going dispute between Hormel and local P-9, the striking
union. While it is not our intention to question the governor's
motives, this action can only
work to heighten tensions in an
already tense city.
Hormel has repeatedly said they
would re-open the plant with nonunion workers (scabs) and the
presence of the Guard is helping
them to do that. In the long run
then, the Guard is not merely
"keeping the peace" but is assisting Hormel in its attempt to
break the union. (Incidently, it is
costing Minnesota tax payers between 50 and 60 thousand dollars daily to keep the Guard in
Austin).
In the midst of these circumstances, the Hormel Company is
planning to send recruiters to
Winona State — the public university for Southeast Minnesota,
including Austin — tomorrow
(Feb. 6). We feel that the timing
of this is extremely poor and request that these recruitments be
postponed until the strike of local
P-9 is settled.
Mike Ericson
Frontlash
(Editor's note: Another student
signed this letter, also. Our letter policy
allows only one letter to the editor per
quarter per student, to assure all students room and to keep someone from
using the space as a column. His name
appeared on a letter earlier this quarter
and is therefore left off of this one).

The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed and composed by and for the students of Winona
State University without production supervision or financial support from the Mass Communications Department.
The Winonan self generates 70 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 percent is provided by student activity fees.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent to it for
publication.
Deadline for all copy is noon Friday.
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $10 annually or $4 quarterly. Address all correspondence to: Winonan Editor, 113 Phelps Hall, Winona State University, Winona, MN
55987. Phone (507) 457-5119.
The Winonan is a member of, and rated by the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating of All
American. The Winonan is also recognized yearly as an award winning student newspaper by the Minnesota Newspaper Association.
The Winonan is not published during June, July, August, exam periods or breaks. •
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Opinion
I think what the artist is trying to point
out in this painting is man's inhumanity
to man.

No, Don't you see his brilliant use of
color? The artist is undoubtedly expressing the beauty of nature!

Headlines
People think that headlines in this paper look bad sometimes.
They think nude men shouldn't be talked about in headlines, nor
murderers, nor exorcisms, nor abortion.
And of course they're right. I, too, look at the real newspapers in
the world — from Minneapolis, Chicago, New York, Washington,
L.A. — to find the love-and-flowers type headlines they believe
exist.
But there I find the headlines similar to what this paper prints
sometimes. That is bad. It is not that life is blunt or direct or bad, it
is that a newspaper is bad for reflecting such things in its headlines
and content! After all, shouldn't a newspaper know better than to
reflect reality?
Concern stirs about it. What muck! What sensationalism! What
garbage!
Many who complain say they try to avoid reading such stuff. After
all, what kind of effect can it have on a reader, to read about reality
— scary, isn't it?
That's why it is so great to be able to get away from all that realism, and relax with a nice, comfortable magazine like Vogue, Cosmopolitan or Bazaar.
As a society, we can be happy such proper and nice magazines
are there for our reading, and for our children's reading.
Why, just last month I picked up a copy of Cosmopolitan and was
immediately pleased with the worthwhile headlines it listed on its
cover and inside.
No words on death, violence, or pertinently important information
there. Nope, nothing written on a responsible, worthwhile topic -just good smut and sensationalism on sex.
Headlines like the following were in the Jan. 1986 Cosmopolitan:
• The nonorgasmic woman. What is she supposed to do?
• Great sex! (readers write to describe their best orgasms).
• Why bright girls are so dumb about men.
• Men, the promiscuous sex.
Some say headlines in newspapers are too direct, too bold, too
insulting. Others say headlines in newspapers should be soft because so many people will see them, and can possibly be insulted.
But magazines such as Cosmopolitan are seen by just as many
shoppers browsing through a magazine rack as a newspaper is in a
newspaper stand. And magazines have a tendency to stick around
longer than say, a daily or weekly newspaper.
People, however, get upset by headlines reflecting reality, even
when factual and concise. But they condone headlines saying,
"The X zone: Good news from the vagina" and "Here's the latest
information on what and where feels terrific"?
I barely included these headlines in this column because I honestly think it's sickening to pick up a magazine with headlines and
stories like those in it.
Those in the world who think newspaper headlines are a problem
should take a closer look at what the younger generation can read
in the magazine racks.
And for the students around here who have a hard time believing
a newspaper writes about a nude man watching a girl shower, or
are repulsed by a question on a survey asking whether or not they
are a virgin, God help them if they ever catch a glimpse of a magazine like Cosmopolitan.

This is the last Closer Look column. Paul Marszalek's Off the Record will take its place beginning next week.

Letters
Students poorly
represented
To the Editor:
In the best interests of MSUSA
and the students this organization represents, we, the Student
Senate at Moorhead State, want
to publicly reprimand the particular students and student delegations that poorly represented
their students.
Two students from the St. Cloud
delegation were responsible for
breaking ash trays, a hall light,
and burning a pizza box on a
table. They were required by the
Presidents Council to pay for
their room and damages and
also to send a letter of apology to
the Thrifty Scott Motel in
Winona.
The other issue we wish to address is tardiness at meetings.
Because of the untimely entries
by Mankato State, meetings both
Saturday and Sunday were 1-1 1/2
hours late. Their students might
also like to know that they tried

to take a tour of a local brewery
during meeting times and seeing
it was closed, went to a bar.
They later came to the bylaw and
budget meetings under the influence of alcohol.
We know this type of behavior
has been displayed by all
schools in the past. Therefore,
it's a fine time that it's mentioned
to the students that it represents.
I hope that they have the concern to be more aware of how
their delegates and student
senators are representing them
in the future!
Sincerely,
Moorhead State University Student Senate

Support your park
To the Editor:
On Thursday, Feb. 6, the people
of this region will have a very
special opportunity to express
their support for Whitewater
State Park.
The director of Minnesota's Divi-

sion of Parks and Recreation,
Mr. Don D. Davidson, has accepted the invitation of the Citizens for Whitewater State Park
to speak on the legislative priorities of the division in the 1986
session of the Minnesota State
Legislature.
We look forward to your participation in this meeting at the Whitewater State Park group camp
at 7 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 6,
1986.
Sincerely,
James H. Eddy
President of Citizens for Whitewater State Park

Tell us
Something on your mind? Drop
us a line if you want to tell some
people about it.
We'll print anything you have to
say, as long as it's factual, and
you sign it.
Letters are printed in the order
in which we receive them. A limit
of 300 words or less is appreciated. Only one letter per student per
quarter.

Some of students' embarassing moments
Remember the time you were running
down a crowded staircase and you tripped
and flew down the rest of the way? Or
what about the time you got up in front of
a class to give a speech and when you sat
back down you realized that your zipper
was down? And how many times have
you walked into a wall or post while trying
to examine something, or perhaps someone else?
As much as we hate to admit it, I think
we can all relate to these situations. They
happen to all of us at one time or another.
It is simply a part of being human, and
one of the funniest parts, I might add. I
know that most of us don't like to think of
ourselves in these circumstances. I mean,
let's face it, they are somewhat embarrassing. But take a look at their ridiculousness for a moment.
You have just sat through a half hour of
an unbelievably boring class. As the class

On the Lighter Side
By Mary Krocheski
drones on, your eyelids become heavier
and heavier and you feel yourself beginning to fall asleep. As you nod off, you are
telling yourself repeatedly, "I'm in the
back row, no one will notice if I close my
eyes for just a minute." Before you know
it, you have fallen into a deep, relaxing
sleep. The next thing you know you are
having a terrible nightmare that causes
you to wake up screaming in horror. You
open your eyes and see the teacher,
along with about thirty or forty students,
staring blankly at you. The room is completely silent. Now perhaps this is a bit

far-fetched, but haven't we all been at
least tempted to fall asleep in class just
once?
Picture this, if you will. It's been a week
or so since you've gone to class. You
know that a test should be coming up
sometime soon. You track down someone
that you think is in your class, and you
ask him or her when the test will be. You
feel a bit peaked as you hear the response, "Oh, didn't you know, we took the lest
yesterday."
Or what about this one? You are in the
middle of a classroom when you suddenly

throw your hands over your face and
sneeze. You pull your hands away and
realize that most of the class is watching
you. Unfortunately you don't have a kleenex or anything of that sort handy. Finally
when you think no one is looking, you
nonchalantly lift your left leg and place
it on your right knee, and attempt to wipe
your hands on your sock.
Isn't it true that your days would be ten
times longer without all these little embarrassing things that happen? Life would be
unbearably boring if you didn't drop your
tray in the caf every now and then, sit on
-gum, or get a bloody nose on the way to
class. Just imagine how many people
would continue to talk to themselves if
they never got caught and humiliated for
it. So don't despair the next time you lean
back on your chair and fall flat on your
back, force yourself to laugh and remember — you're not alone.
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Ag shakeout haunts WSU

Students depressed about farm prospects
By STEVE EISWORTH

bushel for corn when they need
$3.25 to begin to turn a profit. To
illustrate the frustration the Muellers' are going through, in 1983
their farm produced the most
bushels of corn in the state. "But
we didn't have much to show for
it except the fact that we did it.
It's sad to do so well and not
make any _money for it," said
Mueller.
Kalien's family had 160 acres
repossessed this past New
Year's Day. Negotiations with the
bank are under way to avoid the
loss of their remaining 120 acres.
Spinier noted that the parity
price — a figure the government
sets based on worldwide product
comparisons — his family needs
to profit from their hog operation
is 86 cents per pound, but he
said they only get 45 cents per
pound.
All three students were quick to
blame federal government policies for putting their farms in red
ink.
"Their policies of having us
plant a lot and then cutting exports is what's really killing us,"
Spinier said.
Mueller said that the government's low price setting on livestock and cash crops has hurt
their farm tremendously.
Kalien gets right to the point
when assessing blame. "Insensitive politicians who - take us for
granted are at fault, especially
President Reagan. I think he's
un-American, a replica of Calvin

Asst. News Editor

The family farm, once a proud
symbol of Americana, has had its
image bruised in the past few
years. Many Winona State students can attest to this.
Mortgage foreclosures, land repossession and inability to turn a
profit have brought an end or
near end to their family farms.
The Department of Agriculture
estimated that more than 5,000
Minnesota families lost their
farms between June 1984 and
June 1985. Many other state
farmers are on the verge of joining that list if the farm economy
doesn't improve soon.
For Winona State students
Brad Spinier, a freshman, Tim
Kalien, a sophomore, both from
Medford, Minn., and Lori Mueller,
a junior from Lewiston, avoiding
the loss of their family farms is
like trying to keep one's head
above rising water.
Debts ranging from $100,000
to a half million dollars are part of
the reality these students' families have been facing the past
few years.
The common denominators for
their farming shortfalls include
high interest rates, insufficient returns on their dairy and cash
crops and deflation of land value.
For example, Mueller said that
her family gets $5.75 per bushel
of soybeans when they need "at
least $6.25 to break even." She
added that they get $t90 per

A new
Location

Tombstones and farm silos, near Rollingstone, symbolize the latest farm crisis that has

Coolidge, and bound and determined to ruin rural America, not
to mention send this country into
a depression."

been the deathblow to many family farms
across the state and nation.

Spinier and Mueller also feel
that their bankers lack compassion. "There's going to have to
be more compassion some-

CONVENIENT DRIVE-THRU
AVAILABLE

FREE!
Buy one Pizza ... Get one FREE!

5TH & MAIN
WINONA, MN

where," Mueller said, "our bankers have been hard to work
with."
See Farms, page 7
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BEACH
TRIPS

AT A CONVENIENT LITTLE CAESARS NEAR VOW

Open Daily For Lunch at 10:30 A.M.
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1

Phone Ahead For

"EXTRA QUICK"
PICK-UP!
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1201 Gilmore Ave.
WINONA MALL
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FREE
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FREE!
WINONA: 452-8752
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■

coupon al participating tittle Cueltarn.

Garry Out Only.
Expireb: 2128/10

WSU-2

I TWO PIZZAS

I

I
I
I

1

I

715

I

plu. tux

Medium Size Pizzas
with Cheese & 1 Item
WINONA: 452-8752

I

I

Extra item. and extra cher.e a.ailable at
additional cold. Valid with coupon at
participating Little Carman,. One coupon

Limited Space Available

per r11.11111er.
Curry Out Only.
Expirett: 2/28111b

WSU-2

.1

C&Vgg

•

DON'T
BE LEFT
IN THE COLD!
CENTRAL BREAK
RESERVATIONS

USA. & HAWAII
0 ,1),
1'800-321 -5911
ve 2' \lase ‘
COLORADO
g

Little Caesars Pizza
1984 Little Caesar Enterpris ■ -, Ire,

1-800-321-5912 6011‘

or contact a local Sunchase representative or your
local travel agency TODAY!

Club Calendar

Today
4 p.m. — Student senate, Purple Rooms.
5 p.m. — ASO meeting, Purple Rooms.
6 p.m. — Art Club drawing session, 203 Watkins.
6:30 p.m. — LCC Bible Study, LCC; WSU-DFL meeting, Purple Room.
7 p.m. — Chess Club, Smaug.
9 p.m. — Newman Center Bible Study.
9:19 p.m. — LCC Informal Worship, LCC.
Thursday
6 p.m. — Lutheran Collegians, St. Matthew's.
7 p.m. — BSU large group.
Monday
4:45 p.m. — Faith and Fellowship, Newman Center.
Tuesday
9 p.m. — LCC Peer-Led Discussion.

ATTENTION
ATENCION
CROSSCULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS 281
FALL QUARTER 1986
IS HAVING ITS

FIRST
REUNION
FEBRUARY 6, 1986 — 7:00 P.M.
RM. DINING D STUDENT UNION
*All Previous Crosscultural Communications
Students Are Also Welcome
*Any Student Interested In Meeting Students
From Other Cultures Is Welcome
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Farms

Continued from page 6
Kalien said his family's banker
hasn't been as heartless as others he's seen.
In lieu of the possibility losing
farms that have been in their
families for generations, family
tension and stress have been
prevalent for the Muellers,
Kaliens and Spinlers.
"When things first went bad,"
Mueller said, "my dad blamed it
on himself. But we've been at the
bottom for quite some time. It's a
little easier to accept now that we
know that it's not our fault." She
added that her mother went to
work three years ago "just to
keep the household going."
Spinier said his father is especially bitter about their plight.
"My dad is upset because he
works 16 hours a day and it's
someone else's fault that he has
nothing to show for it." he said.

"But if it was up to my mom, we
wouldn't be farming."
Kalien said that heavy work
loads and stress have been detrimental to his parents' health. Additionally, he said his social life
has been practically non-existent
since things have gone bad back
home.
All three students have parttime jobs, but they say that income is not enough to allow them
the social life they would like to
have.
Although all three love the
farming life, they say they've
seen enough harm done to the
farm economy to advise prospective farmers to stay away from
the Ousiness. Kalien said those
intent on starting up farms should
"stay out until profitability can be
restored into agriculture."
They all agree that the only
good to come from the demise of
their family far
is that it has allowed them
ough financial aid

grants to pay for most of their
increased
Throughout the
media attention given to the farm
crisis the past few years, it may
seem as thdugh no one is trying
to help America's farmers.
Governor Rudy Perpich recently announced his support for
a state lottery to aid farmers. The
lottery couldn't become reality
until after it's voted upon in
November.
Kalien, Spinier and Mueller
agree the lottery would help
somewhat, but would generally
be "too little, too late" to get
troubled farms back on their feet.
So where does this leave
farmers like the Kaliens, Spinlers
and Muellers?
Kalien summed it up for the
three of them: "All we can do is
keep working hard and hope
things will change for the better
as soon as possible."

Campus shorts
Trip to Chanhassen
Regional Campus, Winona State University, will sponsor a trip to the
Chanhassen Dinner Theaters on
March 22. The musical, "A Chorus
Line," now in its tenth year on Broadway, will be presented.
The trip costs $29.50, which include
bus fare and theater tickets for noon
dinner and the 2 p.m. performance. A
special price of $24.50 is offered to
students.
The bus will leave 8 a.m. from the
Mark St. entrance of Sheehan Hall on
Saturday, March 22. No reservation
will be taken without full payment and
money must be sent by Feb. 28.

Send checks checks to Pat McGuire
or Marian Hopkins, payable to them.

Non-trads on KCAL
Several non-traditional student board
members will appear on KCAL crossfire on Feb. 11 at 7 p.m. to inform
people "What is a non-traditional student?" and related problems.

Ragtime comes to WSU
Multi-talented Zoe Walker will be performing on Feb. 18 at 8 p.m. in the

Performing Arts Center.
The show, "Ragtime to Rhythm and
Blues," is an "anthology of women —
black women and their changing
opinions of their situations — changing opinions of men and Black
music." The show will feature songs
and scenes from her Tony Award winning Broadway play, "Ain't Misbehavin."
The show is free to students with
WSU identification, $2 for senior citizens and $4 for the general public.
The show is sponsored by the Social
Cultural Activities Committee.

SPRING BREAK
IN
FT. LAUDERDALE
Driving Package:
Without Transportation
Quad Occupancy

Full Package:

With Transportation
Quad Occupancy

6 Per Room

229
$309
$299

A Little More Expensive, But The Best Trip For The Money

To sign up
or for more information

Call:
Dave or Jay at 452-1397
Hotel is on the strip.
Give us a call before you sign up for any
other trip. You will be glad that you did.

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:
• Seven nights accommodations at one of our exciting Fort
Lauderdale hotels. All out hotels are deluxe properties
with pool, party deck, color TV, and air conditioning.
• Round trip motor coach transportation via luxury
highway coaches to Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Unlike
others, we use the newest style buses available.
• Pool deck parties every other day.
• An entire list of bar and restaurant discounts for you to
use to save money at places you would go anyway.
• The services of full time travel representatives available
daily to throw parties and take good care of you.
• All taxes and gratuities.
Arrangements by

ECHO TRAVEL, INC.
The largest in college tours to Florida
for over seven years.
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Broomball: A test of endurance
Dig out your beat-up tennies, your crash helmet,
and your knee and elbow
pads, and you'll be set for
broomball, one of the season's most popular
sports. Winona State's intramural broomball team
meets every Sunday at
West End Recreation
Center.
The team has 14 members, half of them female,
according to Rich Dippel,
a team member and
Winona State senior.
Dippel said people play
because "it's a lot of
fun." He said it gets them
outside and breaks up the
monotony of winter.
Normally, Dippel said
six people play at a time:
one goalie, two defense,
two wings and a center,
the team's best broomhandler.
The players should always wear a helmet, and
knee and elbow pads are
usually optional, Dippel
said. The goalie wears a
special mask.
Dippel said he enjoys
getting the physical activity running up and down
the ice. "It's fun to be a
part of a game that is like
hockey."

Dippel can find drawbacks, too. He said it's a
very physical game, and
that he dislikes the attitudes of some guys who
throw their weight around
and play for blood instead
of broomball, especially
when women are playing.
To play the game, all
that is needed is a broomball stick, a ball smaller
than a volleyball, and a
goalie net.
Companies
make
broomball sticks by cutting a broom's bristles
half-way off and applying
a rubber substance, said
Dippel. But he prefers
making his own. To do it,
one must cut off 5-6" from
a regular broomhandle,
depending on the user's
height. And half of the
bristles are then cut off.
Broomball is a sport for
both genders, but Dippel
said Winona State's team
is male-dominated, because it is the males who
maintain the physical
strength and endurance to
make it up and down the
ice. "In a co-ed team,
you're going to find that
the guys are going to end
up dominating." He said
there are some women

who are good at it too.
Dippel said there are Minneapolis-St. Paul teams
that have separate male
and female teams.
Although fun, broomball
proves a challenging
sport. Dippel said one of
the most challenging
parts of the sport "is trying to develop a whole
team." He said, "my personal goal is trying to
make myself a better player." Concentration is also
a challenge, Dippel said.
"Just determination" is
a quality needed in
broomball, said Dippel.
"It's a tough game, and
you get beat up pretty
good." One needs a good
attitude and to be able to
handle getting beat up on
the ice, according to Dippel. He said it is a team
sport, and one can't be
selfish with the ball.
Playing broomball takes
good athletic ability and

coordination. Dippel said
a player needs good eye
contact on the ball, while
concentrating on balance
on the ice.
But one doesn't need
superb athletic abilities,
unless he or she belongs
to a more competitive
team, Dippel said. "If
you're competing here,
it's just fun to get out and
play."
Falling on the ice will be
an inevitable part of every
game. According to Dippel, "You just have to get
back up." There are ways
to stop a fall. If a player is
near boards, a goalie net,
or a player, the person falling should hold on. But if
not, Dippel said let yourself fall, because it will
happen anyway. Dippel
has received bumps and
bruises, but nothing
major.
A normal game takes an
hour, two half-hour ses-

• Wkii*Ciaigat

Spectators cheer for their friends.

Bill Johnson is the referee for this broomball game.

sions.
Dippel has a special
strategy for scoring. He
said to have a back-up
person, so if one player
tries to score and misses,
another player is there to
back him up and try scoring again.
A good strategy used in
keeping the ball out of the
net, Dippel said, lies in
good defense. He said if
the ball comes to the net,
a defense or goalie should
clear it in one hit and
chase after it: the knockand-chase method.
Dippel said broomball is
fun and that people
shouldn't shy away for
fear of getting hurt. He
said broomball players
don't travel at high
speeds like hockey.
Everyone is in shoes, so
each must try equally
hard to stay afloat and
keep the ball going.

Chris McDermond takes a break while sitting in nets.
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Broomball is played with a soccer ball, a broom with short bristles, and tennis shoes and is played on ice.

Therese Robichaud tries to block Tim Hale in his attempt at breaking away toward the goal.
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Feature
Cost, scholarships draw internationals
By JANET MEISCH
Staff Reporter

Low tuition rates and scholarships are two common reasons
that prompted some of the 102
international students attending
Winona State to make it their
choice.
Word of mouth about the university also was a contributor to
some of the students coming
here. Massayo Machida, a 21year-old social science major
from Japan, was told about
Winona State by a College of St.
Teresa professor who was teaching at her university in Japan at
the time.
"She gave me information on it
and encouraged me to attend,"
said Machida. "I like a small university like this because it's easier to make friends and talk to
professors."
Some students find out about
Winona State through the U.S.
Information Service in their country. A couple of these students
were Pradup Parmic of India and
Azfer Haq of Bangaladesch.
Parmic had studied in Bombay
and came across Winona State
through the U.S. Information
Service. He received materials on
the school and sent his application.
"I was offered a scholarship
from Winona and so I had my
brother who lives in California call
and check out the school. He told
me that it was okay so I decided
to come here," said Parmic. He

added that it was cheaper than
other schools he had applied to.
Azer Haq also found out about
Winona State through the U.S.
Information Service. Haq was offered a $500 scholarship for international students.
Haq commented on the international students group at
Winona State. "Looking at other
universities, I did not see any
with very active or large groups.
The one here is good for this size
school."
A grant trom the international
students group and low tuition
rates were deciding factors for
Eva Frykman when looking at
schools in America. She came
across Winona State when she
was attending an American university in Rome. Eva is originally
from Sweden but spent five years
in Rome.
Jovita Oghumah of Nigeria was
attending a junior college in Danville, Ill. when a friend of his from
Nigeria asked him to transfer to
Winona State with him. Oghumah
said most students find out about
schools through a large catalog
that lists all approved universities
in America.
"We are encouraged to make
sure the school we've been accepted to is approved." He is
currently the social activities director of the International Students group on campus. "It's
tough to talk to this large of a
spectrum of cultures, but I'm
glad we're getting through."

Futurist's city design
may be seen in space
By SHERI JACOBSON
Winonan Staff

The second Honors Symposium guest of the 1985-86 academic
year was met by a crowd of about 100 in the Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall on Jan. 28.
Paolo Soleri, an Italian architect and futurist, presented a visual
show of his experimental urban city of the future he designed near
Scottsdale, Arizona.
Soleri earned his architectural degree in Italy and came to America in the 1950's. He has written books and published articles on his
work, and the U.S. State Department recently invited him to be a
representative at an architectural convention in Israel.
Soleri began cultivation of his urban city of the future with a 60acre purchase of land, 10-15 acres which have been built on. Thus
far the city, Arcosanti, holds a music center, swimming pool, greenhouse, restaurant and bakery.
For his construction, he used river bed silt in the structure of the
building and covered them with ceramics. The buildings appear similar to those of ancient Greek and Roman times. But the energy source used is solar.
Included into the design of Soleri's city are the greenhouse effect,
the apse effect, the chimney effect, and the urban effect.
The greenhouse effect is the trapping of infrared sun rays, which
extend cultivation from six to eight months in the greenhouses. The
apse effect produces a cool effect in the summer and warm temperatures in the winter.
The chimney effect is the concept that heat rises, and the urban
effect brings in mental knowledge, interdependence and compassion.
Students, visitors, and lectures have provided some funds for
Soleri's four million dollar project. Soleri said Arcosanti should be a
place where learning and creativity take place.
College students help build the city ten months out of the year, he
said, and people of various faiths go there on retreats.
Although the summer temperatures reach 105 degrees, Soleri said
the location lies 37 feet above sea level where it is comfortable
enough to work in the shade.
Soleri refers to his creation as a highly complex miniaturized organism, an architectural fitting into an ecological system. Soleri's
architectural training and interest in collective living were among his
reasons for designing this.
Soleri calls Arcosanti an urban laboratory recognizing the necessity for dense, integrated, three-dimensional towns and cities. It is a
notion that might be used in space some day, he said.

Winonan photo by Dave Johnson

Mohammed Al-Saud has found the people in
Winona to be friendly and he likes the small

town atmosphere that allows him concentrate
on his studies. Al-Saud is from Saudi Arabia.

Jaycees Winter Carnival last
weekend attracts all ages
By SHERI JACOBSON

In the past, the carnival produced a turnout of 5,000-8,000
Excitement lolled the air Sun- people. "We are trying to give
day at the drag race which was something for everybody," said
part of Winona's 30th annual Coulson.
Coulson said the carnival is not
Winter Carnival held Jan. 30-Feb.
a fundraiser, but that the sale of
2.
buttons helps to break even. He
The Winter Carnival was sponcould not say what the cost of the
sored by the Winona Jaycees.
carnival was to produce but
Some events included a KWNO
guessed hundreds of dollars.
treasure hunt and a Jack Frost
The carnival entails a long
banquet Jan. 30 at Zach's on the
preparation time. "We've been
Tracks. On Friday, Jan. 31, Bugworking on the winter carnival
sy's bar held a bathing suit consince the first part of August,"
test.
said Coulson.
Over the weekend, some
To begin, Coulson said a volscheduled events included a
unteer chairman overseas the
snow softball tournment, KAGE
project, and from there the group
sports and recreation show,
decides who will run what event.
snowbird golf, sleigh rides, and
The Jaycees meet Thursdays
sip-n-stroll.
during those months before to
According to Jerry Coulson, the
look at old project books, besides
Winter Carnival's public relations
innovating new ideas for each
director, the real purpose of the
year's Winter Carnival. Also,
carnival "is to basically give
Coulson said, they've gotten
Winona something to do in the
some ideas from St. Paul's Winwinter time."
Winonan Staff

ter Carnival. The Jaycees must work in
cooperation with a number of
Winona businesses in order to
make the carnival possible, but
he said the businesses cooperate
well because they know the carnival brings out-of-town people .
Coulson said the city's Jaycee
chapter has begun to cooperate
hand-in-hand with Winona State's
Jaycee program, which could
mean the beginnings of a future
Winona State Winter Carnival.
In the past, Coulson said,
they've had a good turnout of college students, that many take
part in the sip-n-stroll, the softball
tournament, and the quarter barrel throw.
A Winona State senior, Kathy
Arndt, said "it (the drag race)
was fun — something I've never
seen before." Arndt said it was
definitely worth going to and
added she would attend again
next year.

Micro Track Sport IV brings
away games home to Winona
By AMY DONOHUE
Asst. Feature Editor

Winona State's radio station
KQAL has been broadcasting
away games this year with new
equipment purchased last spring.
The equipment, Micro Track
Sport IV, "is actually similar to a
portable phone," said Mitch
Rosen, sports director of KQAL.
Broadcasting is all done
through a phone line, said
Rosen. Before the game, the station calls to make sure there is a
telephone line available to use.
Reporters covering the game
travel to the host school and hook

the equipment up to a telephone
line. Broadcasters back at KCAL
then use the watts line to call the
number the equipment is hooked
up to.
"It works just like having a telephone conversation," said
Rosen.
The equipment was first used
last spring at a Winona State
baseball game. This quarter the
equipment has been used at
most mens basketball games.
Spring quarter's goal is to use it
half of the away baseball games,
said Rosen.
John Vivian, chairman of the

Mass Communication Department, said a large equipment
grant that KQAL received last
year enabled them to purchase
the Micro Track. The equipment
cost about $700.
The
Micro Track
benefits
KQAL and the athletic department, said Vivian. Working with
the equipment gives the broadcast students experience and
promotes Winona State athletics,
he said.
KQAL is the only local radio
station that covers Winona State
athletic events, said Rosen, so it
is an extra plus for the station.

FIRCE

POINTERS

KNOW YOUR LIMITS
Drinking and Blood Alcohol Levels
Blood alcohol levels (mg/100 ml)
Beverage
Intake*

Female
(100 lb)

1 oz. spirits"*
1 glass wine
1 can beer

Female
(150 lb)

Male
(150 lb)

0.045

Male
(100 lb)
0.037

0.03

0.025

2 oz. spirits
2 glasses wine
2 cans of beer

0.090

0.075

0.06

0.050

0.045

0.037

4 oz. spirits
4 glasses wine
4 cans beer

0.180

0.150

0.12

0.100

0.090

0.070

6 oz. spirits
6 glasses wine
6 cans beer

0.270

0.220

0.18

0.150

0.130

0.110

8 oz. spirits
8 glasses wine
8 cans beer

0.360

0.300

0.24

0.200

0.180

0.150

Female
(200 lb)

Male
(200 lb)

0.022

0.019

The effects of alcohol are directly related to one's
blood alcohol level (BAL). Blood alcohol level is
expressed as the amount of alcohol in relation to a
specific volume of blood. The higher the blood
alcohol level the greater the effects of the alcohol
on the central nervous system.
The above chart shows blood alcohol levels of
men and women of different weights after
consuming different amounts of alcohol. As you
can see, one drink produces a blood alcohol level
(BAL) of .025 in a 150 lb. man and a BAL of .045 in
a 100 lb. woman. Each succeeding drink will
increase their respective BAL's the same amount.
Remember, one 12 oz. can of beer, one 5 oz.
glass of wine, and 1 1/2 oz. of 80 proof liquor, or 1
oz. of 100 proof liquor, all contain the same
amount of alcohol.
The only significant way that one's BAL will be
reduced is through the passage of time. The
process of metabolism reduces the BAL of an
individual at an approximate rate of .015 per hour,
regardless of his or her weight. This means that in
two hours one's BAL will be reduced by .03 and in
four hours it will be reduced by .06.
Figure out your BAL under the following
conditions. Assume you have four drinks in four
hours.
Step 1:
Using the chart, find your approximate BAL after
drinking four drinks.

If your weight is roughly midway between 100
and 150 lbs., or 150 and 200 lbs., your BAL will
be approximately halfway between the BAL's of
these two weights. For example, the BAL for 125
lb. woman who has four drinks will be
approximately .15 (or halfway between the .18
and .12) and the BAL for a 175 lb. man who has
four drinks will be approximately .085 (or halfway
between the .10 and .07).
Step 2:
Subtract from this figure the reduction in your
blood alcohol level that results from the
metabolism process over a four hour period. This
will give you your approximate BAL after drinking
four drinks in four hours.

Since metabolism will reduce your BAL at a rate
of approximately .015 per hour, subtract .06 (four
hours x .015) from the BAL that you will have
after four drinks.
Examples:
A 175 lb. man will have a BAL of approximately
.085 after four drinks. Metabolism will reduce
this by .06 in four hours, leaving him with an
approximate BAL of .025.

A 125 lb. woman will have a BAL of .15 after four
drinks. Metabolism will reduce this .06 in four
hours, leaving her with a BAL of approximately
09.
Assume you have four drinks in two hours,
using the same two steps.
Examples:

A 150 lb. man will have a BAL of approximately
.10 after four drinks. Metabolism will reduce this
by .03 in two hours, leaving him with an
approximate BAL of .07.
A 125 lb. woman will have a BAL of .15 after four
drinks. Metabolism will reduce this by .03 in two
hours, leaving her with an approximate BAL of
.12.
Figure out your BAL after six drinks in four
hours.
Examples:
A 150 lb. man will have a BAL of approximately
.15 after six drinks. Metabolism will reduce this
by approximately .06, leaving him with a BAL of
approximately .09.

A 150 lb. woman will have a BAL of
approximately .18 after six drinks. Metabolism
will reduce it by .06 after four hours, leaving her
with a BAL of .12.
Remember, the legal limit for Driving While
Intoxicated (DWI) in Minnesota is .10. Further, all
the studies on the effects of blood alcohol levels
on a driver's performance show clearly that a
person who is an average drinker will have
impaired driving performance at a BAL of .05,
even though this is under the legal DWI limit.
What would your BAL be after drinking four drinks
in four hours? What would it be after drinking four
drinks in two hours? How about six drinks in four
hours? If yob are like most students, you have
probably discovered that your BAL would be
higher than you thought. For most of us, it is only
safe to drink at a rate of one normal-sized drink
per hour (but if our weight is less than 150 lbs.,
then even this rate can be dangerous). If we drink
at a faster rate than this, our BAL's go rapidly over
the .05 range, which means our driving will be
impaired. Further, if we engage in the oapparently
innocent heavy drinking that is typical of college
parties, we will all go over the .10, DWI, limit.
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Arts
Fairy tales come alive at kid's show tryouts
By SUSAN LeTOURNEAU
Arts Editor

Auditions for the annual children's show will take place Feb.
12 and 13 from 6-8 p.m. on the
Main Stage of the Performing
Arts Center.
This year's show marks the
20th anniversary of the children's
show, which was started by
Vivian Fusillo, and is still directed
by her. "I can't believe it's been
20 years already! I'll be directing
kids that are younger than the
show," said Fusillo.
The show to be performed this
year is Sally Netzel's, "The Dark

Castle." "I met Sally in Santa Fe
at a National Acting Competition.
She's a neat, zany girl that rewrites fairy tales in a very different way," said Fusillo. — The
Dark Castle' is actually a take-off
of Thurber's, '13 Clocks. —
Netzel is the same author that
wrote "Cinderella," that was performed at Winona State in 1983.
"In that play, the costumes, set
and make-up were done as
though they were out of a coloring book," said Fusillo.
"The Dark Castle" calls for a
cast of 6 men and 4 women.
Duke, the ruler of the world's

wickedest kingdom, will only
marry off his daughter, Lumina,
to the person that can accomplish three tasks that he gives
him. "The part of Duke needs a
skilled person to be deep, dark
and brooding," said Fusillo. "His
castle is wicked and dark with the
only light being his daughter, the
sad young princess Lumina."
The three victims of the Duke's
treachery are Mr. Proboscis, Mr.
Myopia, and Mr. Clammor.
Dimwit is the part of a good
young man, and Hiccup, a nervous old man, is Dimwit's friend.
The Duke's three servants inclu-

Birthday concert
Duane Oldham, Gregory White and Walter Hinds sing at the
6th annual Schubert concert in celebration of the birthday of
Franz Schubert, while Robert Hungerford and Lisa Derry ac-

de Lady Nozzle, Lady Optic, and
Lady Murmur.
"The fear, ugliness and hate of
the castle are not seen by the
outside. The Duke's dark soul
can't take the light, so the young
man that accomplishes the three
tasks will marry Lumina, and thus
light up the castle, which will destroy the Duke," said Fusillo.
The auditions are campus
wide, open to anyone who wants
to try out. Scripts may be checked out in the Communications Office in the Performing Arts Center.

Winonan photo by Dan Reiland

Fusillo advises that people who
want to audition wear clothes
they can move freely in. "There's
a lot of stage movement in this
play. I'm looking for creative
movement, then we'll read the
lines, so it's better if you come in
the beginning and stay until the
end."
Anyone interested in being involved with the technical crew
may also come to auditions to
sign up. Callbacks for auditions
are Friday, Feb. 14.

Feb. 9, 3 p.m.
WSU Symphonic Wind Ensernble, Main Stage
*Feb. 14, 8 p.m.
Jazz I, Main Stage
•Feb. 14 & 15, ALL DAY
8th Annual High School
Honor Band Concert, Main
Stage
•Feb. 15, 10-2 p.m.
Percussion Clinic, Recital
Hall
•Feb. 15, 7:30 p.m.
8th Annual High School
Honor Band Concert, Main
Stage
WSU Wind Ensemble, Main
Stage
*Feb. 16, 4 p.m.
Winona Symphony,
Stage
•March 16, 3 p.m.
Duane Oldham, Senior R
cital, Recital Hall
•March 23, 3 p.m.
Duo-Piano Concert, Barbara
Atherton and Mary King,
Recital Hall
*April 13, 3 p.m.
WSU Concert Choir, Main
Stage
*April 16, 8 p.m.
Student Trumpet Recital,
R.J. Cieminski and Jim Mingus,
Recital Hail

company on the piano. The musicians are part of the Winona
Oratorio Chorus.

Women artists display work in WSU gallery
By SUSAN LeTOURNEAU
Arts Editor

The Paul Watkins Gallery in
Winona State's Watkins Hall is
holding an exhibition of the works
of five artists of the Women's Art
Registry of Minnesota (WARM) of
Minneapolis, until Feb. 17.
The Winona State exhibition
has as its theme "constructed
images," which demonstrates the
modern traditions of collage and
assemblage. The works displayed include artists Jody Williams,
Pat Bratnober, Phyllis Wiener,
Susan Bacik, and Dorothy Odland.
Williams, coordinator of the
show, is displaying activities in
cast paper, while Wiener's exhibit
includes painted muslin on wood.
Bacik is showing mosiac reliefs,
while Bratnober and Odland are
represented by collages and con-

structions.
The works the artists have
provided show a broad range of
style and subject matter. Each is
evidence of their unique and personal vision of the world around
her.
This year marks the 10th year
that WARM Gallery has been in
existence. The concern for the
isolation of women artists and the
failure of galleries and art institutions to exhibit the work of
women artists led to the Registry's founding, and the opening
of exhibition space in downtown
Minneapolis.
WARM has grown into the largest women's art collective in the
country and is noted for its active
and diversified programs. "We
have educational programs that
are held at the Gallery itself,
along with a protegee/mentor

program," said Williams, coordinator of the Winona State exhibit.
"The protegee/mentor program
begins in the fall with a panel discussion in which the artists of
WARM and aspiring artists get together. The protegee's are allowed to pick and interview their
mentor. What happens is the protegee's will gain experience and
advice from their mentors by example," said Williams.
Through the protegee/mentor
program, five scholarships are
given. The rest must pay the
mentor. "It's an alternative educational process. The program is
very individualized."
WARM, with only 36 members,
is an elite group of professional
women artists. "We are serious
artists, and most of the members
teach art outside of the Gallery,"

said Williams. Of the five artists
with work displayed at Winona
State, four are teachers. Odland
teaches at St. Paul Academy, in
St. Paul, and at the Minnesota
Art Center, along with Wiener,
Williams and Bratnober. Williams
also teaches at the Minnesota
College of Art and Design.
"To become a WARM member,
you have to apply through a display of slides of your work, and
then an interview," said Williams.
"Once accepted, each artist must
take certain responsibilities. For
example, each artist must spend
an average of 20 hours a month
at the Gallery, either to sit in the
Gallery or to give information to
visitors. There also are committee and group meetings to attend.
Most of the exhibits of art are
displayed at WARM Gallery, al-

though there is a touring exhibition. "Winona State saw us at
'The Landmark Center' in St.
Paul at the Minnesota Museum of
Art," said Williams. "In the touring exhibition, there are one to
two pieces of art displayed from
each member in WARM. We also
traveled to University of Minnesota -Duluth and North Dakota
State in Fargo, and also Wisconsin."
Once every two to three years,
WARM also holds a solo exhibit
in which a group member may
exhibit her work alone. "There
are two levels to The Gallery, so
two artists may exhibit a solo
show, one downstairs and one
upstairs," said Williams.
The Paul Watkins Gallery is
open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., where the exhibit will be on
display until Feb. 17.
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Sports
Gymnasts spring their way to two victories
By JOHN MuGFORD
Staff Reporter

If you don't like betting against
the odds, don't pick anyone but
the Winona State University gymnastics team to win the National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics March 7th and 8th at Eau
Claire.
On Friday and Saturday, the
Warrior gymnasts, the defending
NAIA champions, showed they
are still the team everyone
thought they would be.
Friday the Warriors defeated
UW-River Falls 133.55 to 125.35
at McCown Gym and Saturday
they traveled to the UW-La Crosse Invitational and captured first
place with a score of 130.75. La
Crosse finished second with a
score of 129.4.
"I would bet we'd win (the
NAIA)," Winona State coach
John Rauth said after the two
wins. "We're getting better every
time out."
One of the highlights of the
weekend, was the performance of
the Warriors' Kate Dempsey in
the floor exercise.
Friday against River Falls,
Dempsey took floor honors with a
score of 9.4, breaking her own
school record.
Then on Saturday at La Crosse, Dempsey averaged 9.3 in the
floor competition to take first
place again.
"She's really coming around —
she's settled down," Rauth said
of Dempsey. "She scored almost
34 in the all-around, and she
wasn't an all-arounder last year."
In addition to Demspey's wins
on the floor, the Warriors took
first place in every event against
River Falls Friday night.
But the real test of the weekend came just 12 hours later, at
La Crosse.

Chris Pekelsma performs her floor routine Friday night
against UW-La Crosse at McGown Gym. The Warior's won the
meet 133.55-125.35. Winona State also won the UW-La Crosse

Even though the Warriors' La Crosse, the Warriors scored
score at La Crosse was lower just 29.3 on the beam, but that
than against River Falls, Rauth was still the best team total in
did not see that as a sign that that event.
In the La Crosse tourney,
shows his team is not progressKathy Horyza picked up first
ing.
"What you're looking at, basi- place in the vault competition
cally, is that we had two meets in with a score of 8.85 and Kate
less than 12 hours," Rauth corn- Dempsey was second with an
mented. "They were mentally, 8.8.
Laura Robillard finished secemotionally drained.
"But we were just the better ond in the balance beam comteam there," Rauth added. petition with a score of 8.55 and
"Even with our bad day on the second in the floor exercise with
beam."
The beam has been the main
nemesis that has kept the Warriors' scores down all season. At

Winonan photo by Dan Reiland
Invitational held Saturday with a score of 130.75. Their next
meet will be this weekend at UW-Oshkosh.

an 8.8.
"She's the mainstay of our
team," Rauth said of Robillard.
"She's doing a great job for us."
Last season, the Warriors scored over 140 points at the NAIA
meet when they claimed the title,
but this season the Warriors top
team score is 133.55 against
River Falls, and the nationals are
just one month away.
However, the Warriors still
have one of the top two average
scores in the nation.

West, Hesse named players of the week

Lady thinclads place sixth,
break four school records

Warriors quieting critics,
post-season play in sight
By TOM TUSA

Sports Editor

By TOM TUSA

Sports Editor

The Winona State women's
track team broke four school indoor records enroute to a sixth
place finish at the University of
Minnesota Indoor Invitational
Saturday. This was the first indoor meet for the Warriors.
The University of Minnesota
unofficially had 171 team points
to capture the nine-team title.
Drake University took second
place with 96 points, despite
having only 11 runners. The
Warriors finished with 23 points.
Warrior head coach Marge
Moravec was surprised by the
team's performance.
"Going into the meet, I had
no idea what to expect,"
Moravec said. "We just have so
many young kids on our team,
but they all did well. It was a
very pleasant surprise."
The Warriors' 800-meter relay
team of Linda Vivian, Angie
Thomas, Beth Befort and
Colleen Holmes shattered the
school record by 10 seconds
with a third place time of 1:55.
[

Scores are down for every
team and Rauth and the coaches
from other teams know why.
"It's the new, stricter rules,"
Rauth said, commenting on the
United States Gymnastics Federation, which makes rules stricter
every year after an Olympics.
"Because of the new rules, the
gymnasts need to get those extra
(difficulties) into their routines. So
the scores have gone down.
Saturday the Warriors play in
the UW-Oshkosh Invitational.

Cindy Jensen broke her own
triple jump record with a leap of
33-feet 2-inches to capture third
place for the Warriors.
Deb Sarell set a new 800meter run mark with a time of
2:24 seconds to place second in
the race. Nancy Schneider was
third in the race with a time of
2:26.
Holmes established a new
500-meter record with a time of
1:25.3, but did not place. Melinda Horton initially broke the
school record in the first heat
with a time of 127.4, bettering
the old mark of 128.6. But
Holmes got the record in the
second heat.
The mile relay team of Horton, Kathy Maslowski, Mary Bartlett and Sarell captured fifth
place with a time of 4:31.2
Vivian placed eighth in the
55-meter dash with her best
time being 7.46 and Befort
made the finals in the 55-meter
hurdles.
The Warriors will compete
this Saturday in the University
of Northern Iowa Invitational.

The critics toward the Winona State men's basketball team have been silent. In fact — dead silent. They should be. The Warriors swept a pair of
road games over the weekend to extend their winning ways to six wins out of their last seven games
to shed some hopes of reaching the playoffs.
Last Friday, the Warriors defeated Northern
State 76-73 and then knocked off Southwest State
for the third time this season, 74-64, to take sole
possession of second place in the Northern Intercollegiate Conference race with a 5-3 record and
12-11 overall.
The most quiet of the critics thus far have been
the ones toward Warrior head coach Jerry Nauman. Prior to this year, Nauman had been under
fire from the students and fans about his coaching
tactics.
The 12 wins this year betters Nauman's career
, best at Winona State, which was previously 10.
The five conference wins equals the best for a
Nauman-coached team since he first came to
Winona State. There were 10 teams in the conference then, and only seven now.
"I think I will always have my critics," Nauman
said about the subject of quieting his critics. "They
can always find something to comment about."
The Warriors were led this weekend by Jason
West. The senior point guard from Plymouth,
Minn., scored a career-high 33 points against
Northern and 18 points against Southwest to earn
the NIC player of the week for the second time this
year. He was named player of the week two weeks

ago after he scored 80 points in three Warrior victories.
Warrior forward Mark Hesse scored 32 points for
the weekend to earn the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics District 13 player of the
week. According to Winona State Sports Information Director Brian Cordes, the District 13 people
"were looking for someone other than Jason.' as
the top player.
West has also been named NAIA District 13
player of the week twice this season, besides his
NIC selections.
"We just had a great weekend," Nauman said.
"The guys are having fun. They're learning how to
win.
"They are learning how to recognize certain situations. Jason (West) could be double-teamed and
someone else will get the good shot. After Jason
and Mark (Hesse) had their big games Friday
night, on Saturday Southwest paid more attention
to those two, and Barry (Burkhartzmeyer) scores
14 of his 18 points in the first half."
• This Friday night, the Warriors will host the University of Minnesota-Morris and then Moorhead
State Saturday night. Moorhead will be without
Mike Bednarek, the NIC's third leading scorer, who
had knee surgery this week. Both games are at
7:30 in McCown Gym.
The Warriors lost to both Morris and Moorhead
the first weekend of the NIC, but are playing much
better than before.
"These are the biggest games of the year,"
See Playoffs page 14
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Playoffs

crowds this weekend," Nauman
said. "We deserve it. We're second in the conference and we've
been winning some games.
There is no reason not to come
out and watch us."
Warrior notes: West is second
in the conference in scoring with
a 21.4 per game average. Hesse
is 10th at 13.9 per contest.

Continued from page 13

Nauman after local 7-footer
It is no secret that Winona State's top basketball recruit is 7-foot-1
Karl Fiebich, the highly recruited center from St. Charles High
School, located about 25 miles from Winona.
In phone interviews with Vi Fiebich, Karl's mother, and his coach
Terry Knothe, the college contacts have been numerous. According
to Vi Fiebich, Karl has a "dresser drawer full of letters and contacts."
Knothe, stated that Fiebich has received "about 60 offers." The
offers have ranged from Division I schools like Iowa, Northwestern,
Marquette to smaller area schools such as Winona State and St.
Cloud State.
- "It's no secret that we want Karl here," said Winona State head
coach Jerry Nauman. "We are trying to make it cost little if anything
for him to come to Winona State.
"He has great scholastic ability, has basketball ability and we are
in need of a big man here."
According to Vi Fiebich, Karl has expressed some interest pursuing academics in either engineering or computer science. There had
been some speculation that the big IBM computer donation that was
made to Winona State had made Karl lean towards coming here.
"If there has been (speculation that the IBM grant has affected
Fiebich's decision), it's news to me," Knothe said.
Both Knothe and Vi Fiebich said that Karl has not really talked
about where he would like to attend college.
Knothe, a graduate of Winona State, said that he had not attempted to talk Karl in attending WSU. "He's got to make that decision
where he wants to go."
Vi Fiebich said that she wouldn't object if Karl chose Winona
State. "(WSU) isn't bad cost wise for commuting."
Nauman had said that he hadn't been in contact with Fiebich
lately.
"We made our offer to Karl, and he knows where we are." Nauman said. "I don't believe in calling a kid constantly about recruiting. That's ridiculous. Then the school doing the recruiting feels that
the athlete has an obligation to that school.
"If Karl comes (to Winona State), it will take a great deal of effort
on his part, the coaching staff and the team in working together to
prepare him, because he just might not be physically ready."

•

At Fiebich's height, his numbers are mediocre but not dominating
for the 13-3 Saints. He is averaging 14 points, 11 rebounds and
seven blocked shots.
Should Fiebich choose to go the Division I route, he most likely
will be labeled a "project." The school will work with the player to
physically prepare the athlete for the tougher competition. More
often than not, projects don't pan out.
Randy Breuer was the first 7-footer in Minnesota Gophers' history.
He currently plays for the Milwaukee Bucks of the N.B.A.
In the 1982-83 season, the Gophers had four men on the roster
over seven feet tall — John Shasky, Paul Van Den Einde, Dave
Holmgren and Mike Carpenter. Only Shasky has amounted to anything.
In the past three years, those other than Shasky had seen very
See Fiebich page 16
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Nauman said. "If we win both
games, we are definitely in the
playoffs. From then on, it's just a
matter of what position we'll be
in."
The top four teams in the NIC
participate in post season play
with the conference winner hosting the fourth place team, and
second place hosts third place.
The playoffs are slated for March
1st and March 5th.
"We hope to get some large
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Bemidji State
Northern State
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CARISCH THEATRES
Every Thursday Is College Night!

$1.75

Elvebak, DeLio
qualify for NAIA
indoor nationals

WITH VALID LOCAL WSU, SMC, CST
OR WAVTI I.D.
CINE 4

By WAYNE BOWER

2ND AND MAIN

Asst. Sports Editor

Two Winona State men's track
members qualified for the nationals indoor meet after their perfomances in the Dominoes Classic last Saturday at Mankato
State.
Eleven teams took part in the
classic with no final scores totaled.
Larry Elvebak qualified in the
3,000-meter run with a fifth place
finish of 9:03.
Mike DeLio qualified in the
high jump with a third place jump
of 6-feet 7-inches.
DeLio actually had the highest
jump of the day, but because of
his misses at lower heights he
dropped into third place.
The Warriors' best performance
of the day came from freshman
hurdler John Beck.
Beck won the 55-meter high
hurdles with a time of 7.8 and
took second in the intermediate
hurdles with a time of 7.6.
"He (Beck) is one of the best
hurdlers we've had around
here," said Warrior coach Bob
Keister.
Keister felt that the only thing
that prevented Beck from winning
the intermediate race was his
poor start. Keister also mentioned
that several of the Warrior runners had trouble getting out of
the starting blocks, something
Keister plans to work on during
practice this week.
See Track page 15

452-4172

STARTS FRIDAY (R)

Whitenights 7:10-9:30

"Outrageously entertaining...a daring, deliciously
demented comedy." -Peter Travers, PEOPLE
"Shrewd and entertaining...one of Jack Nicholson's
boldest performances." _Richard Schickel, TIME

The ice ...
The The_ The fight...
To be the best.

2ND AND MAIN

We Welcome Students to Worship with Us
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Redeemer Lutheran
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St. Martin's Lutheran

1664 Kraemer Drive
Office 452-3828

328 E. Broadway
Office 452-6928

Sunday Services 8:00 a.m. and
10:30 a.m.
Bible Study 9:15

Saturday services 5:30 p.m.
Sunday 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Adult Education Hour 9:15
Pastor Richard Krenzke
Pastor Michael Fox
Counseling available

Free Delivery
on Winona State Campus
529 Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSU.

Men's

Pastor William Flesch

LC-MS Congregations
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Sports-In-Store
3rd and Franklin
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Women's BB team drops two,
I Kelly optimistic about season
I

Good until 2/12/86 •
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"Rascals Sunday Night Jam"
Musicians welcome to Jam
Live music isn't dead in Winona.

Monday

Happy Hours 4 7 p.m.
Free Hors d'oeuvres

Tuesday

"B 52's Day"
Special on B 52's and more!

-

-

-

Wednesday "Rascals Club Weekly Meeting"
Wear your Rascals T-Shirt,
sweatshirt or cap and enjoy Happy
Hour prices from 7-11 p.m.
Thursday

"Win a trip to Florida Night!"
Preliminary drawings every Thurs.
All winners eligible for grand prize
trip drawing Thurs., Feb. 13.
If you can't afford a trip to Florida,
you can afford a trip to Rascals!
(Don't forget about Rascals special
on bar pours)

Friday

"Double Trouble"
Happy Hours 4-7 p.m. with free
Hors d'oeuvres and .. .
Progressive Happy Hours 7-9 p.m.

Saturday
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If you think you're a day late and a
dollar short, Think again!
Progressive Happy Hour 7-9 p.m.
Remember our daily Happy Hours
4-7 p.m. with free Hors d'oeuvres

Rascals . . . where there's never a cover charge.

By WAYNE BOWER
Asst. Sports Editor

Despite dropping two Northern
Sun Conference games _ this
weekend, Winona State women's
basketball coach Betty Kelley
feels confident that her team can
still achieve a playoff berth in the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics tournament in
March.
This optimism wouldn't seem
so odd except that the Warriors
own a record of 5-14 overall, and
a 1-7 mark in the NSC.
This weekend's losses came
against Bemidji State on Friday
71-57 and the University of Minnesota-Duluth on Saturday 76-70.
"The momentum of the conference is starting to change," said
Kelley.
According to Kelley, teams that
were leading in the beginning of
the NSC season are starting to
get knocked off and there doesn't
seem to be one dominant team

Track
Continued from page 14
Beck also high-jumped 6-feet,
5 1/2-inches.
The four-lap relay team of
Blake Gootschalk, Beck, Kevin
Worth and Elmer Knockel took
third.
The mile relay team of Gootschalk, Dave Hillman, Eric Hamil-

that is walking over everyone.
Although Winona State got
upended by 14 points on Friday,
the score really didn't depict the
type of game it was.
The Warriors trailed by only six
points at the half, 29-23 and
remained close throughout the
second half, trailing by as little as
five points with under four
minutes remaining.
It was Bemidji's size advantage
that did the Warriors in. Winona
State played without 6-feet, 1inch freshman Rhonda Moen,
who missed this weekend with an
injured hip.
"We were just short of a
pivot," said Kelley.
Lisa Lockwood led the Warriors
with 16 points while Sheila Fitzgerald added 11 points and 9 rebounds.
Kelley felt the team turned in a
good performance on Saturday,
but just missed a few shots down
the stretch that could have made

the score a little closer.
"Sheila (Fitzgerald) missed a
shot, Beeper (Lisa Lockwood)
missed a shot. We had our
chances," said Kelley.
Again it was Lockwood who led
the way for the Warrior scorers
as she pumped in 20 points. Ruth
Boberg and Connie Henze each
added 12 points. Fitzgerald managed to pull down 11 rebounds in
Saturday's contest despite only
playing 28 minutes.
Fitzgerald was sidelined during
the game after she received a
technical foul in the first half.
"Sheila lost composure," said
Kelley. "She hurt the team because they had to pick up the
slack with her out of the game.
And she also hurt the team as far
as what the officials were looking
for."
The Warriors get a weekend off
and will play in St. Paul on Monday night against Concordia College.

ton and Jim Scott had a fourth
place finish in the meet.
Hillman was fifth in the 800meter run with a time of 2:03.
Paul Nevara was fifth in the
1,500-meter run in 4:19.
Scott placed sixth in the pole
vault as he cleared 13 feet.
Overall, Keister was pleased
with his team, saying that the
team should be right where they

are now due to the Warriors'
training program.
Winona State will travel to La
Crosse on Saturday for another
invitational meet.
This weekend Keister hopes to
have a few more members of the
team qualify for the national
meet, and he feels that in particular Beck has a good chance.

Broom and Buck Weekend for men's buckets
This Friday and Saturday night at 7:30, the
Winona State men's basketball team will play its

final home series as they make a bid for the
playoffs.
The cost for admission will be $1 for all WSU
students with a valid I.D., but there is a catch.
Four students can enter for $1 total, two students can enter for $1 or if you go by yourself, it
will cost you a buck.
This is to create student interest by making them
go in a group.
In the past few. weekends, the games have been
free, but the school isn't making any money to
cover expenses, according to Dwight Marston, the

"At the beginning of the year, I have to make a
budget on how much student activity fees we receive, and then estimate how much income will be
generated from gate receipts," Marston said If
we> come up short of our estimation, I have to find
some other area to make up the difference, and
that's tough to do.
We would like to get 3,000 people in this week
end."
This weekend will also be broom night. "Bring a
broom and help the Warriors sweep UM-Morris
and Moorhead State " is the slogan.
Create some noise by banging the broom on the
bleachers.

WSU men's athletic director.
IOW

Get some sun before •
because it's the break
you're going for, not the
burn.

cox‘ev Tanning

ZACH'S ON
THE
TRACKS

• •

Mon., Wed., Sat.,

Same
special service and great Food
as before.

spew

10

half hour
sessions $35.00
EVIOAP441/4.

Tuesdays Free Hotdogs with

purchase of any tap beer.
Thursdays Free Tacos with

Tanning Lounge Inc.
■ME■IMMEL

purchase of margaritas.
At The Kensington
157 West Third Street
Winona, Minnesota 55987
Telephone (507) 452-5421

Fridays A Special Surprise!
Specials valid 5-9 p.m. only

Front & Center

454-6939
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Fiebich
Continued from page 14
limited playing time for the Gophers and have even redshirted one
season. Carpenter eventually
transfered to the University of Arkansas, and played just two

minutes in an earlier contest
against the Gophers.
The point that is trying to be
made is that even though one is
seven feet tall, he does not instantly reach stardom.
If some of you folks need more
convincing, here's the best example of all.

The most
exciting few
hours you'll
spend all
week.
Run. Climb. Rappel.
Navigate. Lead. And
develop the confidence
and skills you won't get
from a textbook. Enroll
in Army ROTC as one
of your electives. Get
the facts today. BE
ALL YOU CAN BE.
Register For Military
Science 103
or
Contact SFC
Chargualaf 457-5154

In the 1981-82 season. a 7'1"
center named Brad Dudek led
the Duluth Central basketball
team to the Minnesota state
tournament. That year, Dudek
was named Mr. Basketball as the
best player in the state. He was
named an All-State player two
consecutive years, averaging
over 20 points each year.
Dudek surprised some people
and chose to go to Iowa State,
not Minnesota.
Dudek suffered a broken leg
from a car accident in the summer before his first year, causing

him to miss the season.
His second year of college saw
him participate in just seven
games, with little playing time. In
his third year, Dudek's games almost doubled as played in 13
games. His career best game
was six points and four rebounds,
and that third year he averaged
just three minutes a game.
Currently, Dudek is spending
his fourth year of college taking
classes near his home — University of Minnesota-Duluth. He intends to play basketball for the
Bulldogs next season, which

OPI

Tke Utfintaie Volatile
Buy that someone special an evening you two can
share — two tickets to WSU's

WINTER ONE ACTS
MARGARET'S BED directed by Roger Ehrenreich
SWEET AND TWENTY directed by Tony Childress

Saturday Night Scoreboard
SNS will be live from McCown
Gym this Saturday at 6:00. Host
Mitch Rosen with the help of
Kevin McGrath and Tom Tusa
will bring you a sports update.
Tune into KQAL 89.5 F.M. or stop
by the gym-

DATES: FEBRUARY 19-22
TIME:
8:00 P.M.
PLACE: WSU ARTS CENTER
DOROTHY B. MAGNUS THEATRE
TICKETS: $1.00 FOR STUDENTS AND STAFF AT WSU
$1.00 FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
$2.00 FOR GENERAL PUBLIC
BOX OFFICE OPENS FEBRUARY 10.
CALL 457-5235/SORRY NO REFUNDS

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

means that he will be in the same
conference as Winona State.
Dudek learned that Division I is
not necessarily the best route.
Fiebich's case is not different.
He is not an overpowering high
school player. If he's as smart as
people say he is and if he really
wants to play collegiate ball, his
best bet would be to start off at a
small school, and if he proves
that he can play college basketball, then he can transfer.
That way Fiebich would have
some confidence in his ability
and he'll have collegiate experience, not the two-year run
around that a Division I school
would give him.
Vi Fiebich said she hopes her
son would take the smaller
school route first. So does Nauman.
But as Nauman puts it, "If Karl
decides that he doesn't want to
come to Winona State, then we
were probably never his first choice."

a

4 Female renters needed for
summer in Winona Manor
1/2 block off Campus
$80/month
Call Mary (7-2591), Liz
(7-2555)
or Ann or Marlene 17-2600)

For all the Books you no
longer need.
Hardcover and Paperback!
FEBRUARY 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th
At The
BOOKSTORE WINTER QUARTER
BOOK BUYBACK
Buyers Hours:
Tuesday
Thursday

8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Wednesday
Friday

8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
8 a.m. to Noon

